
      
      

      



  
    
      
        


Why book direct with us?

X

WHY BOOK DIRECT WITH US

	Daily breakfast
	Return airport transfer
	Free wifi

BOOK YOUR STAY
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                    WELCOME BACK TO BALI


                    Safe and hygiene lifestyle at Villa Air Bali

                    TRAVEL INFORMATION

                 

              


                            
                
                WELCOME
                  VILLA AIR BALI

                  BALINESE ZEN
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                  YOUR TRANQUIL ESCAPE IN LIVELY SEMINYAK


Surrounded by generous, tropical gardens, Villa Air Bali Boutique Resort & Spa is a peaceful retreat near buzzling Seminyak, combining Balinese and Asian design with Zen elements, to create a space of ultimate privacy and personal service. 'Air', meaning water in Bahasa Indonesia symbolizes the flow of life, purity, serenity, healing and cleansing. The element has been woven into the resort's architectural design to let every guest experience the pleasures of the distinctive surroundings.


Water symbolizes the whole of potentiality – the source of all possible existence.  – Mircea Eliade


Water plays a vital role in Balinese life. The Balinese call their Hindu religion Agama Tirtha, 'The Religion of the Holy Water'. The Sanskrit word Tirtha means ‘holy’ or 'to cleanse’. To the Balinese, water is the foundation of prosperity, and therefore present in all ceremonies. At Villa Air Bali, we are committed to support the traditions and our local community family, to preserve the beauty of Bali for future generations and to let all our guests experience the unique and rich culture and traditions of Bali, the Island of Gods.


Resort Map
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                      Spa

                    

                    
                      At Spa Air we have created a space of healing, touch and aroma, to promote within you a deep sense of calm, joy and serenity.
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                      Dining

                    

                    
                      From dining in our Garden Restaurant to Barbeques and In-Villa Dining in the privacy of your villa, we cater for any occassion to make your stay perfect.
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                      Experiences

                    

                    
                      Learn about Bali's traditions and customs, visit the nearby temple Pura Petitenget, induldge yourself with our Loyal Javanese Lulur massage or discover the secrets of the Balinese Cuisine with our chef - the choice is yours!

                    

                

              

                        

        
        
          
            
              
                              
                  Tri Hita Karana
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In Bali, the concept and philosophy of life is called 'Tri Hita Karana', which literally translates as the 'Three Causes of Happiness'. The philosophy manifests in three elements that describe our relationships to Human, Nature and God. We are proud to incorporate the principle in our concept and resort.

LEARN MORE
                

              

            

          

        
        
          
            

                          
                
                  
                    
                      
                        Bamboo Pool Villa 
                        One or Two Bedrooms
                      

                      

                                                
                                                
                                                
                                                
                                                
                                                
                                            

                      The One-Bedroom Bamboo Pool Villa is equipped with a small kitchenette and air-conditioned living room and separate air conditioned bedroom villa, making this villa especially perfect for                      


                      READ MORE
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                        Pool Villa 
                        romantic privacy for two
                      

                      

                                                
                                                
                                                
                                                
                                                
                                            

                      Each of the 8 One-Bedroom Pool Villas is built on 230 m2 land, designed for an ultimate boutique villa experience featuring a private swimming pool, air-conditioned bedroom, fully equipped                      
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                        Luxury Pool Villa 
                        extra wellness space
                      

                      

                                                
                                                
                                                
                                                
                                                
                                                
                                            

                      Each of the four One-Bedroom Luxury Pool Villas is built on 230 m2 land, offering an extra-sized and air-conditioned en-suite bathroom with double shower and dressing table, ideal for wellness                      


                      READ MORE
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                        Garden Pool Villa 
                        For Family and Friends
                      

                      

                                                
                                                
                                                
                                                
                                                
                                                
                                            

                      Our Two-Bedroom Garden Pool Villas are built on 320 m2 land. Designed to provide maximum comfort and privacy to families and friends, these only two villas of this category are the perfect                      
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                        BAMBOO POOL VILLAS – CONNECTING 
                        TWO BEDROOMS
                      

                      

                                                
                                                
                                                
                                                
                                                
                                            

                      The Bamboo Connecting Pool Villas with two bedrooms are a unique combination of two pool villas with two private entrances, two private pools, two bedrooms with Hollywood Twin beds, two kitchenettes (one                      


                      READ MORE
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                        Grand Pool Villa 
                        exclusive master villa
                      

                      

                                                
                                                
                                                
                                                
                                                
                                                
                                            

                      The Four-Bedroom Grand Pool Villa offers 785m2 of luxury living space, created to indulge family members or simply share precious moments with an intimate gathering of friends.                      


                      READ MORE
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                  TESTIMONIALS

                  LOVELY PEOPLE - LOVELY EXPERIENCES
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                        Yuyu Yen  -
                        04 March 2018

                        OVERALL EXPERIENCE:
                        Best food and garden in Bali

                        
This time I came to Villa Air the first impression is very calm to me.Their food is very delicious Mie Goreng, Balinese Curry, Japanese breakfast and even Spaghetti!  Fresh juice and dessert is with healthy taste. Portion and price are perfect. Let me just want to stay in this villa for whole day.
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                        Shinichi S  -
                        08 April 2018

                        OVERALL EXPERIENCE:
                        Tropical Secret Villa

                        
Once you enter this hotel, the atmosphere and design amaze us. While there are many villas, privacy is secured, Only in front desk and restaurant would see other guests.We can communicate in Japanese with the main staff, so there is no worry about words. I am fascinated by a wonderful smile!This time was a short stay with my family member’s wedding, but if have chance I would like to come back next time to experience and relax more !
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                        Poppingcorn  -
                        30 April 2017

                        OVERALL EXPERIENCE:
                        The most amazing time!

                        
We stayed in one bed pool villa for 4 nights. I spent a relaxing time that I could not try in domestic travel with a big enough space. The most important thing is that the employees smiled and responded to their impressive remarks. Also you can feel comfortable shopping and eating out. I am satisfied with the service as well. I traveled to Bali for 25th wedding anniversary and visited Bali again for the first time in ten years. Next time, I would like to take this villa on 40th anniversary.
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                        BeaA  -
                        21 May 2018

                        OVERALL EXPERIENCE:
                        Best experience in Bali

                        
My boyfriend and I spent 3 magic nights at their villas. Everything was beyond our expectations. Charming spa, fantastic pool and awesome location!


In the heart of Seminyak. They offer you bicycles to move around, so is very convenient!


The best was the villa, such a beautiful Balinese villas decor with a perfect architecture and open spaces. Very nice for couples and families.


We loved the breakfast, you can choose them in villa or at the restaurant. You can choose between different kind of breakfast: American, Healthy, Japanese, Mexican, Indonesian etc. We loved it ! All very delicious!


*Spa treatments are a must-try!

*Thy also offer the afternoon tea with pastries +coffee or tea.


It totally worth the experience here, we will definitely come back!
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                        Mark  -
                        25 January 2018

                        OVERALL EXPERIENCE:
                        Our stay was super fantastic and we highly recommend the Villa Air Bali

                        
Our villa was upgraded and it was amazing. Shuttle bus picked us up from the airport and could drop and pick us up throughout our stay. The breakfast was amazing with many choices. Luxurious, quiet and clean, the Villa Air Bali really exceeded our expectations. I highly recommend staying here if you are a couple.


                      


                  

                

              

            

          

        
        
          HEALTH CERTIFICATIONS
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                    +62-361-737378                  

                                  
                    
                    Jl. Lebak Sari, Br. Taman, Kuta 80361, Bali                  

                                  
                    
                    info@villa-airbali.com                  

                                  
                    
                    +62-812-37078337                  
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                    ABOUT VILLA AIR BALI

          
             Owned by a group of friends who decided to establish a serene hideaway where couples can find a peaceful place to escape, rejuvenate and relax. The idea behind Villa Air Bali was to create a retreat where the element water and Bali's nature is predominant, allowing you to reconnect.


                     +62-361-737378

                     Jl. Lebak Sari, Br. Taman,

                    Kuta 80361, Bali


                     info@villa-airbali.com

                     +6281237078337

                  


                                                                           

          

        
       
      

    


         
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
  